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Criminals Beware! Indian Scientists Invent New
Nanomaterial To Detect Fingerprints!
A new nanomaterial developed by a group of Indian scientists promises to
overcome such difficulties and also make the process of reading latent
fingerprints faster.
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ngerprints accidentally left behind by criminals are often di cult to

decipher because available techniques can’t capture all the nuances in them. At
times, they may be unclear because of damaged ngers.

A new nanomaterial developed by a group of Indian scientists
promises to overcome such difficulties and also make the
process of reading latent fingerprints faster.
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The nanomaterial, consisting of semiconductor particles that are a million times
smaller than a millimetre, is luminescent.
All one will need to do is: sprinkle the nanomaterial on the surface where ngerprint
has been left behind, capture the image and use a UV lamp and process it to
reconstruct the ngerprint.
Researchers said that such ngerprints could be captured using a mobile phone too
and transmitted to forensic lab from any crime scene.
The new material has been developed by doping manganese and copper atoms on
zinc sulphide nanosystem.
By replacing zinc atoms with those of copper and manganese, researchers could
change the optical properties of zinc sulphide nanosystem. When this material is
applied to latent ngerprints, its strong visible luminescence property helps
decipher ngerprints.



In laboratory experiments, the nanoparticles could help identify all the minute
patterns of ngerprints such as island, fork, core, bifurcation, short ridge and ridge
ending even with ngerprints that were two months old.

Also Read: Meet The Andhra Pioneer Behind India’s 1st Independent Forensic
Investigation Lab

Researchers used a smartphone for capturing fingerprint
images on different surfaces like transparent adhesive tape,
smooth paper, optical mouse, a plastic surface and polymer film
under the ultraviolet light.



The ridge patterns of the human nger produce a unique ngerprint. When human
ngers touch a surface, secretions present at the surface of the skin get transferred
to the surface leaving an impression of the ridge pattern.

“

“The finely-resolved intensity patterns of fingerprints
that this material yields shows that it has great
usefulness in meeting the various demands in
latent fingerprint detection,” Dr. Chandra S. Tiwary, a
member of the research team at Indian Institute of
Technology Kharagpur, told India Science Wire.
Researchers plan to improve the light emission e ciency of the nanomaterial and
also develop a smart portable device for application in the forensic sector for online
retrieval of data and identi cation of latent ngerprints. The group has also used
the new material to develop white LED.
The material has been developed at Nanoscience Laboratory, National Institute of
Technology (NIT) Durgapur. The research team included Partha Kumbhakar, Subrata
Biswas, Pathik Kumbhakar (NIT); Prafulla Pandey (IIT, Gandhinagar) and Chandra S.



Tiwary (IIT Kharagpur). The research results have been published in journal
Nanoscale.
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The Pune Doctor Whose House Contains 22,000 of
India’s Rarest Artefacts!
Kelkar’s passion for the artefacts was not limited to a time period nor to
one form of an item. By 1960, he had collected more than 21,000 items—
ranging from pots to instruments and paintings to daggers.
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The Bajirao Road in Pune is abuzz with tra

c, and shops on either side are

attending to their customers.
However, in the routine race to escape from the busy narrow streets, a treasure
house of priceless artefacts goes unnoticed.
Standing alongside the modern sweet shops and pooja material shops is a
museum, nearly 100 years old. It was established by a hobbyist who spent over 60
years of his life travelling across big cities and remote villages in India, collecting
rare, ancient relics.
Dr Dinkar G Kelkar or ‘Kaka’ as he was fondly known, was an optician by profession.
Ever since he was a child, his deep interest in poetry was evident. Alongside his



